In August we're organizing the first Maker camp in Berlin. It's going to be a month long camp where makers, designers and mentors from different parts of the world will come together to work on hardware projects. Together we will be building a maker space inside a container and run workshops for various communities in Berlin.

We're looking for a "Master Builder & Designer" that could join us during the whole month of August.

**Main responsibilities:**
- propose interior designs for the container to become a maker space
- work together with camp participants to prototype and transform the containers
- oversee and organize the list of tools and materials needed for the makers space.
- document the design and building process

**Opportunities:**
- work with a team of passionate people from all around the world ( South Korea, South America, Africa)
- have access to very established mentors and partners ( The Factory, Google, Hardware accelerator)
- build an extremely affordable, portable and modular makers space
- get the opportunity to be invite abroad and re-create the maker space in other communities and schools.

Position will be remunerated for 500 Euros/month.

Send your applications to stefania@hackidemia.com.